Almost all decisions people make are based on multiple factors or criteria. Decision makers generally pursue multiple, and often conflicting, objectives. A feasible solution that is optimum with respect to all such objectives or decision criteria almost never exists, and a satisfactory compromise solution is generally sought. Multi-criteria decisionmaking as a field of research deals with problem theory and solution approaches directly involving multiple decision criteria. Information technology and systems may help in dealing with such multicriteria decision problems. This mini-track focuses on solution approaches, technology, and systems that support decision-making under consideration of multiple decision criteria. This is the sixth time that this mini-track is included in the HICSS program, and four contributed papers have been accepted. The accepted papers deal with a range of decision areas, including group package recommender systems, technology investment decisions, systems engineering, and biases and debiasing techniques.
Mengash and Brodsky in their paper "Tailoring Group Packaging Recommendations to Large Heterogeneous Groups Based on Multi-Criteria Optimization" present a framework to provide recommendations on packages of products and services to a very large group of users. It improves on existing systems by supporting a very large group of diverse decision makers who may have different weights for different criteria. An experiment shows that the authors' system is able to produce a small set of recommendations that are near optimal. This paper makes an important contribution to group decision making.
Rojas-Cordova, Baghaei-Lakeh, Zhang, Wernz, Rahmandad, Slinim and Caroline, in their paper "Improving Technology Investment Decisions at Hospitals Through System Dynamics and Decision Analysis," describe the development of a data-to-decision approach for medical technology investment decisions at hospitals. The method was field tested with two hospitals. The authors interviewed executives and surgeouns from the hospitals to learn about their content decision making practices and challenges.
Hospital A presents a unique financial situation that allows decision makers to focus on improving clinical care. Therefore, budget availability is not a major constraint and capital investment evaluation resembles a single-criterion decision problem (maximize quality). Moreover, this hospital's decision process is structured and data-driven, supported by an in-house analytics team.
Hospital B represents the budgetary situation of most healthcare organizations: financial resources are limited and only some medical technology requests can be fulfilled. The executives we interviewed mentioned medical technologies are evaluated subjectively and decision-making responds to varying but not rigorously defined or consistent criteria. The paper makes a valuable contribution for improving medical technology adoption.
Parnell and MacCalman, in their paper "Multiobjective Decision Analysis with Probability Management for Systems Engineering Trade-off Analysis," use an influence diagram to model the systems engineering trade-off analysis. The key contribution of the paper is to model uncertaintyan aspect that has been ignored in previous studies.
New system development inherently involves uncertainty in stakeholder needs, technology, competition, costs, and schedules. Deterministic solutions or solutions based on the expected values are likely to be biased. This paper makes an important contribution to the literature by highlighting the role uncertainty plays in systems engineering and provides Monte Carlo simulation tools to effectively deal with the multiple sources of uncertainty.
Finally, Ferretti, Guney, Montibeller and Winterfeldt, in their paper "Testing Best Practices to Reduce the Overconfidence Bias in MultiCriteria Decision Analysis," explore several methods to reduce the overconfidence bias. The overconfidence bias occurs in the quantification of uncertainty through subjective probability distributions. The overconfidence bias could distort the analysis and may result in biased recommendations of a policy. This paper makes an important contribution by exploring debiasing to correct for the median estimate as well as to enlarge the range of estimates.
